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Three Strengths of the Conference

• A conference based on themes drawn from Jeju Island culture and history
• An opportunity for participants to come together in research workshops and sector roundtables to discuss ways to take forward shared areas of interest in terms of publications, research projects, practical co-operative initiatives
• Jeju hospitality and Jeju National University enthusiasm and energy

It is hoped that discussion of these thematic topics contribute to our understanding not only island’s physical world, but also towards realisation of the inner world of “Ieo-do” (an ideal island society on the earth taken from the myth of Jeju Island). Additionally, the World X hopes to project the uniqueness and vitality of island societies and their peacefulness for the conservation of precious resources and environment for people everywhere.
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The Jeju Declaration

The Jeju Declaration was approved at the Conference by the delegates. It consists of nine points:

1. To develop tourist industry with a focus on the natural environment, cultural heritage, and traditional customs.
2. To promote cultural and natural heritage preservation efforts.
3. To enhance the role of local communities in decision-making processes.
4. To foster international collaboration and partnerships for sustainable development.
5. To promote educational initiatives to raise awareness of Jeju’s unique cultural and natural heritage.
6. To strengthen environmental protection efforts and promote sustainable tourism practices.
7. To support the development of local economies and communities.
8. To encourage the participation of local communities in tourism development decisions.
9. To promote the Jeju Declaration as a model for sustainable island development worldwide.
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